Abstract. Regular operator approximation theory, based on the work of Anselone and Lei (1986) , is generalized to the case of strongly accretive operators and applied to nonlinear equations involving the generalized Zarantonello numerical ranges
limit is not unique, that is, Sn -> S c S' => Sn -y S'. Similarly, Sn = 0 for n £ N =» S" -» S for all S c X, S" -y 0 => Sn = 0 for « sufficiently large, and S" t¿ 0 for n £ N', Sn -y S =ï S ^ 0 . The connection between the set convergence and ¿/-compactness is given by {S"} d -compact and {S"}* c S ^ Sn ^ S.
For K, K" : X -> 7, K" -y K represents pointwise convergence, that is, Ä"x -y Kx for x e I as « -> oc, and Kn -^ K represents continuous convergence, that is, x" -y x implies K"x" -► ATx for all xel.
A word of caution: here and in what follows, the symbols " -► " and " ^> " shall denote, respectively, the strong convergence and the weak convergence.
Regular operator approximation theory
Let us consider operators A , An: X -> Y. An operator A is called regular if {x"} bounded and {Axn} ¿/-compact implies {xn} ¿/-compact. An operator sequence {An} is asymptotically regular if {x": n £ N'} bounded and {A"xn: n £ N'} ¿/-compact implies {x": n £ N'} ¿/-compact. The regular convergence (A" -^ A) is defined as follows: An A A if A" -^ A and {An} is asymptotically regular. We note that An -4 A implies that A is continuous, and An -4 A implies that A is regular and continuous. By simple arguments we find that {A"} asymptotically regular and |A"| > ¿5 > 0 for all « > «o implies that {AnXn} is asymptotically regular, and A" -4 A and X" -► X ^ 0 implies that XnAn -^ XA .
To include some more definitions, let A' be a real Banach space with its dual X* uniformly convex. For n £ N, let P" be the projection on X with PnX -X", dimXf, < 00, and Pn -» 7 as n -y 00. Then {P"} is uniformly bounded, Pn -^ 7, that is, P"x" -+ x as xn -» x, and the convergence in P" -y I is uniform on a compact set. Let 7:I-<r be a normalized duality mapping, that is, [x, Jx] -\\x\\2 and ||7x|| = ||x||, where [•, , •] is the duality pairing between the elements of X and X*. Here P* is a projection on X* with P* -y I* as n -> 00 .
An operator A: X ^ X is said to be strongly accretive if, for a constant a>0,
We note that (2.1) also implies that
for all x, y e *.
Next, we shall need to recall a theorem of Anselone and Ansorge [2] crucial to the work at hand. The scope of the theorem extends to the case of compact operators as well. (ii) With no loss of generality, we take dimX" = n . Let {4>x, ... , <p"} be any basis of X" . Then We obtain, by Lemma 2.2, Fa" -0 for a" £ D" . Hence there exists Jxn <-> a" such that xn £ D" and P"Axn = Pnb .
(iii) Since P" -^ 7 implies P"/l -^ A, it suffices to show that {PnA} is asymptotically regular. To achieve this, let {x"} be bounded and {P"Ax"} ¿/-compact. Then {Ax"} is bounded. Since PnAxn -► è for some £> € X, n £ N" c N' and, by Lemma 2.3, 7(x"-x) ^+ 0 for some xeI, n £ N' c N, it follows that
Since A is strongly accretive, by condition (2.1), we get a\\x" -x||2 < [Axn -Ax, J(xn -x)] -y 0.
Therefore, x" -» x for « e TV", and, consequently, {x"} is ¿/-compact and {PnA} asymptotically regular. (iv) Assertions (i) and (ii) imply that S" ^ 0.
(v) Since A is strongly accretive, this implies that any solution x of Ax -b is unique.
(vi) Since PnA -A /I (assertion (iii)) and P"6 -► b (since P" -y I), we obtain from Lemma 2.1 and assertion (v) that Sn -► {x} . D
Application to numerical ranges
This section deals with regular approximation of nonlinear equations involving the numerical ranges of Banach space operators.
We define the numerical range of an operator A : X -* X, denoted n 
